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Axel Berg had a lucrative career in investment management and an enviable life in Los
Angeles. His success and good fortune at such a young age was a remarkable
accomplishment for someone from a small Central California farm town. Everything was
coming together for Axel until a devastating tragedy beset his hometown. Axel's perfect
life was thrown into turmoil, exposing the moral compromises that he had made to
achieve success. In his struggle to put the pieces of his life back together, he
discovered his true purpose. From the depths of tragedy, Axel embarked on a quest to
revitalize his people and restore the American Nation.
All but predicting the September 11 attack on the World Trade Center, Buchanan
examines and critiques America's recent foreign policy and argues for new policies that
consider America's interests first.
The widely accepted story of the founding of America is that The Mayflower delivered
the first settlers from Plymouth to the New World in 1620. Yet in reality, the Jamestown
settlers had already become the first English-speaking outpost thirteen years earlier in
1607. The Secret Founding of America introduces these two groups of founders - the
Planting Fathers, who established the earliest settlements along essentially Christian
lines, and the Founding Fathers, who unified the colonies with the Declaration of
Independence and the Constitution - and it argues that the new nation, conceived in
liberty, was the Freemasons' first step towards a new world order. Drawing on original
findings and an in-depth understanding of the political and philosophical realities of the
time, historian Nicholas Hagger charts the connections between Gosnold and Smith,
Templars and Jacobites, and secret societies and libertarian ideals. He also explains
how the influence of German Illuminati worked on the constructors of the new republic,
and shows the hand of Freemasonry at work at every turning point in America's history,
from Civil War to today's global struggles for democracy.
How transatlantic thinkers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries promoted
the unification of Britain and the United States Between the late nineteenth century and
the First World War an ocean-spanning network of prominent individuals advocated the
unification of Britain and the United States. They dreamt of the final consolidation of the
Angloworld. Scholars, journalists, politicians, businessmen, and science fiction writers
invested the “Anglo-Saxons” with extraordinary power. The most ambitious hailed
them as a people destined to bring peace and justice to the earth. More modest visions
still imagined them as likely to shape the twentieth century. Dreamworlds of Race
explores this remarkable moment in the intellectual history of racial domination, political
utopianism, and world order. Focusing on a quartet of extraordinary figures—Andrew
Carnegie, W. T. Stead, Cecil J. Rhodes, and H. G. Wells—Duncan Bell shows how
unionists on both sides of the Atlantic reimagined citizenship, empire, patriotism, race,
war, and peace in their quest to secure global supremacy. Yet even as they dreamt of
an Anglo-dominated world, the unionists disagreed over the meaning of race, the
legitimacy of imperialism, the nature of political belonging, and the ultimate form and
purpose of unification. The racial dreamworld was an object of competing claims and
fantasies. Exploring speculative fiction as well as more conventional forms of political
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writing, Bell reads unionist arguments as expressions of the utopianism circulating
through fin-de-siècle Anglo-American culture, and juxtaposes them with pan-Africanist
critiques of racial domination and late twentieth-century fictional narratives of AngloAmerican empire. Tracing how intellectual elites promoted an ambitious project of
political and racial unification between Britain and the United States, Dreamworlds of
Race analyzes ideas of empire and world order that reverberate to this day.
When he was elected President in 1845, James K. Polk was only 49 years old-at that
time the youngest president ever to be elected. He faced a conflicted nation on the
verge of tremendous territorial expansion. James K. Polk's four years in office marked
the greatest period of territorial acquisition in the history of the country-what New York
journalist John O'Sullivan termed as the 'Manifest Destiny' of the United States to
expand across the continent. By the end of Polk's presidency in 1849, U.S.
possessions included the California, Oregon, and New Mexico territories. In addition,
Texas had become part of the Union. This book analyzes Polk's political career and his
role in each of these territorial expansions. James K. Polk: A Clear and Unquestionable
Destiny shows that they were far more complex than the moral crusade that had been
labeled 'Manifest Destiny.' Southern planters wanted to protect their 'peculiar institution'
of slavery by adding new territories from which slave states would be carved.
Commercial interests feared that war with England over any of these territories would
adversely impact upon the nation's trade. Although the Oregon boundary dispute was
settled with little friction, the Mexican War erupted after the annexation of Texas. This
fascinating biography of our eleventh president and his successful efforts for expansion
of U.S. territory will be of interest to students studying United States history, foreign
policy, and the massive territorial expansion in the 1840s known as Manifest Destiny.
Bridging the present to the past. American Destiny's mission is to show readers how
history connects to the experiences and expectations that mark their lives. The authors
pursue that mission through a variety of distinctive features, including American Lives
essays and Re-Viewing the Past movie essays. This book is the abridged version of
The American Nation, 14th edition. Note: MyHistoryLab does not come automatically
packaged with this text. To purchase MyHistoryLab, please visit
www.MyHistoryLab.com or use ISBN: 9780205216550.
Between 1877 and 1930--years rife with tensions over citizenship, suffrage,
immigration, and "the Negro problem--African American activists promoted an array of
strategies for progress and power built around "racial destiny," the idea that black
Americans formed a collective whose future existence would be determined by the
actions of its members. In Righteous Propagation, Michele Mitchell examines the
reproductive implications of racial destiny, demonstrating how it forcefully linked
particular visions of gender, conduct, and sexuality to collective well-being. Mitchell
argues that while African Americans did not agree on specific ways to bolster their
collective prospects, ideas about racial destiny and progress generally shifted from
outward-looking remedies such as emigration to inward-focused debates about
intraracial relationships, thereby politicizing the most private aspects of black life and
spurring race activists to calcify gender roles, monitor intraracial sexual practices, and
promote moral purity. Examining the ideas of well-known elite reformers such as Mary
Church Terrell and W. E. B. DuBois, as well as unknown members of the working and
aspiring classes, such as James Dubose and Josie Briggs Hall, Mitchell reinterprets
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black protest and politics and recasts the way we think about black sexuality and
progress after Reconstruction.
Peaceful War is an epic analysis of the unfolding drama between the clashing forces of the
Chinese dream and American destiny. Just as the American experiment evolved, Deng
Xiaoping s China has been using Hamiltonian means to Jeffersonian ends and borrowed the
idea of the American Dream as a model for China s rise. The Chinese dream, as reinvented by
President Xi Jinping, continues Deng s experiment into the twenty-first century. With a possible
fiscal cliff in America and a social cliff in China, the author revisits the history of Sino-American
relations to explore the prospects for a return to the long-forgotten Beijing-Washington love
affair launched in the trade-for-peace era. President Barack Obama s Asia pivot strategy and
the new Silk Road plan of President Xi could eventually create a pacific New World Order of
peace and prosperity for all. The question is: will China ultimately evolve into a democratic
nation by rewriting the American Dream in Chinese characters, and how might this transpire?"
With the political history of the nation as its organizational framework, American Destiny:
Narrative of a Nation describes the development and growth of the United States as the
product of the myriad actions, ideas, and forces of the immense variety of individuals and
groups who together comprise the American people. In richly detailed prose, the book
examines the political, social, economic, and cultural developments that have shaped this
country. This elegantly written, concise text offers a lower-price alternative to traditional U.S.
history survey textbooks, while maintaining the efficacy of a full four-color map and image
program.
An American Tragedy and nbsp;is a 1925 novel by American writer and nbsp;Theodore
Dreiser. He began the manuscript in the summer of 1920, but a year later abandoned most of
that text. It was based on the notorious and nbsp;murder of Grace Brown and nbsp;in 1906
and the trial of her lover. In 1923 Dreiser returned to the project, and with the help of his wife
Helen and two editor-secretaries, Louise Campbell and Sally Kusell, he completed the massive
novel in 1925. and nbsp;
Since the beginning of Mankind, we have yearned to see the future, to alter events for our
benefit, but.... Once seen, is it a blessing or curse? - The Spirits dance across the night sky as
the most vile, violent, and darkest of humanity's secrets invade Wind River. The dead tell tales
as the past and future collide.
The “fascinating” #1 New York Times bestseller that awakened the world to the destruction of
American Indians in the nineteenth-century West (The Wall Street Journal). First published in
1970, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee generated shockwaves with its frank and
heartbreaking depiction of the systematic annihilation of American Indian tribes across the
western frontier. In this nonfiction account, Dee Brown focuses on the betrayals, battles, and
massacres suffered by American Indians between 1860 and 1890. He tells of the many tribes
and their renowned chiefs—from Geronimo to Red Cloud, Sitting Bull to Crazy Horse—who
struggled to combat the destruction of their people and culture. Forcefully written and
meticulously researched, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee inspired a generation to take a
second look at how the West was won. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Dee
Brown including rare photos from the author’s personal collection.
In the spring of 1974, Calliope Stephanides, a student at a girl's school in Grosse Pointe,
Michigan, finds herself drawn to a chain-smoking, strawberry-blonde classmate with a gift for
acting. The passion that furtively develops between them, as well as Callie's failure to develop,
leads Callie to suspect that she is not like other girls. In fact, she is not a girl at all; due to a
rare genetic mutation Callie is part girl, part boy.
The smash-hit series written by New York Times-bestselling writers SCOTT SNYDER
(WYTCHES, A.D.: AFTER DEATH) and CHARLES SOULE (CURSE WORDS, Oracle Year,
Anyone) with art by GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI (The Amazing Spider-Man, Darth Vader,
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Hellblazer), DANIELE ORLANDINI (Darth Vader), newcomer LEONARDO MARCELLO
GRASSI, and Eisner Award-winning colorist MATT WILSON (THE WICKED + THE DIVINE,
PAPER GIRLS) gets its first collection! Journey into an unknown region that was once the
United States of America—a land that’s become shrouded in mystery and literally walled off
from the rest of the world for well over a century. Two small expeditions enter the former US
simultaneously—one from the east, one from the west—and travel inward, each seeking their
own form of truth as they struggle to survive in this strange and deadly lost continent! Collects
UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY #1-6

"Throughout time, major wars have defined historical epochs and charted the rise and
decline of great powers. The U.S. global war on terror, with Iraq as the Bush
administration's chosen centerpiece, is almost certainly destined to do the same.
Indeed, the Bush doctrine for conducting the war on terror and the Iraqi Freedom
campaign are likely to prove benchmarks in U.S. history precisely because of the many
orthodoxies and traditions the administration has purposely challenged. At the same
time, fundamental flaws have already appeared in many tenets underlying the Bush
transformation of foreign and military affairs. So contends award-winning journalist
James Kitfield. As with his critically acclaimed Prodigal Soldiers, the story of how
America arrived at this fateful crossroads is a narrative full of drama and personal
anecdote, rich in context and detail. War and Destiny is based on interviews with the
key players and on Kitfield's personal observation of major events. Like his first book, it
may well become the chronicle of a critical period in American history"--Provided by
publisher.
Winner of the 2011 George Orwell Award. One of The Atlantic's top psychology books
of 2011. As human beings, we've always told stories: stories about who we are, where
we come from, and where we're going. Now imagine that one of those stories is taking
over the others, narrowing our diversity and creating a monoculture. Because of the rise
of the economic story, six areas of your world - your work, your relationships with others
and the environment, your community, your physical and spiritual health, your
education, and your creativity - are changing, or have already changed, in subtle and
not-so-subtle ways. And because how you think shapes how you act, the monoculture
isn't just changing your mind - it's changing your life. In Monoculture, F.S. Michaels
draws on extensive research and makes surprising connections among disciplines to
take a big-picture look at how one story is changing everything. Her research and
writing have been supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
of Canada, the Killam Trusts, and regional and municipal arts councils. Michaels has an
MBA, and lives and writes in British Columbia.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “A startling vision of what the cycles of history predict for
the future.”—USA Weekend William Strauss and Neil Howe will change the way you see
the world—and your place in it. With blazing originality, The Fourth Turning illuminates
the past, explains the present, and reimagines the future. Most remarkably, it offers an
utterly persuasive prophecy about how America’s past will predict its future. Strauss
and Howe base this vision on a provocative theory of American history. The authors
look back five hundred years and uncover a distinct pattern: Modern history moves in
cycles, each one lasting about the length of a long human life, each composed of four
eras—or "turnings"—that last about twenty years and that always arrive in the same
order. In The Fourth Turning, the authors illustrate these cycles using a brilliant analysis
of the post-World War II period. First comes a High, a period of confident expansion as
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a new order takes root after the old has been swept away. Next comes an Awakening,
a time of spiritual exploration and rebellion against the now-established order. Then
comes an Unraveling, an increasingly troubled era in which individualism triumphs over
crumbling institutions. Last comes a Crisis—the Fourth Turning—when society passes
through a great and perilous gate in history. Together, the four turnings comprise
history's seasonal rhythm of growth, maturation, entropy, and rebirth. The Fourth
Turning offers bold predictions about how all of us can prepare, individually and
collectively, for America’s next rendezvous with destiny.
American DestinyNarrative of a NationPrentice Hall
A creative, multidisciplinary approach to the study of American westward expansion,
Inventing Destiny looks at the cultural driving forcesincluding art, literature, gender, and
religionbehind the rapid transformation of the nations nineteenth-century frontier.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The extraordinary account of James Garfield's rise from
poverty to the American presidency, and the dramatic history of his assassination and
legacy, from the bestselling author of The River of Doubt. James Abram Garfield was
one of the most extraordinary men ever elected president. Born into abject poverty, he
rose to become a wunderkind scholar, a Civil War hero, a renowned congressman, and
a reluctant presidential candidate who took on the nation's corrupt political
establishment. But four months after Garfield's inauguration in 1881, he was shot in the
back by a deranged office-seeker named Charles Guiteau. Garfield survived the attack,
but become the object of bitter, behind-the-scenes struggles for power—over his
administration, over the nation's future, and, hauntingly, over his medical care.
Meticulously researched, epic in scope, and pulsating with an intimate human focus
and high-velocity narrative drive, The Destiny of the Republic brings alive a forgotten
chapter of U.S. history.
Summary of Destiny and Power: by Jon Meacham | Includes Analysis Preview: Destiny
and Power: The American Odyssey of George Herbert Walker Bush by Jon Meacham
is a biography of George H.W. Bush, the 41st president of the United States, who
served from 1988 to 1992. The author argues that as president and as a politician,
Bush used prudence and compromise to an extent that would seem out of place in
today’s era of highly partisan US politics. George H.W. Bush had a varied career
before winning the presidency: he was a Navy pilot, oilman, congressman, ambassador
to the UN, envoy to China, head of the Republican Party, and later director of the CIA.
In the executive branch, he first served as vice president of the United States under
Ronald Reagan for eight years before beginning his own presidency… PLEASE NOTE:
This is a summary and analysis of the book and NOT the original book. Inside this
Instaread Summary & Analysis of Destiny and Power: • Summary of book •
Introduction to the Important People in the book • Analysis of the Themes and Author’s
Style

With private space companies launching rockets, satellites, and people at a
record pace, and with the U.S. and other governments committing to a future in
space, Glenn Harlan Reynolds looks at how we got here, where we’re going,
and why it matters for all of humanity.
Books for All Kinds of Readers Read HowYouWant offers the widest selection of
on-demand, accessible format editions on the market today. Our 7 different sizes
of EasyRead are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the
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words and the letters. We partner with leading publishers around the globe. Our
goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers' new
books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to read. To find
more books in your format visit www.readhowyouwant.com
Less than 100 years after its creation as a fragile republic, the United States
more than quadrupled its size, making it the world's third largest nation. No other
country or sovereign power had ever grown so big so fast or become so rich and
so powerful. Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Richard Kluger chronicles this epic
achievement in a compelling narrative, celebrating the energy, daring, and
statecraft behind America's insatiable land hunger while exploring the moral
lapses that accompanied it. Comprehensive and balanced, Seizing Destiny is a
revelatory, often surprising reexamination of the nation's breathless expansion,
dwelling on both great accomplishments and the American people's tendency to
confuse opportunistic success with heaven-sent entitlement that came to be
called manifest destiny.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts,
persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780321105677 .
Using rich and distinctive prose, American Destiny: Narrative of a Nation, Volume
II presents a comprehensive look at the development and growth of the United
States since 1865. Based on a political history framework, the book further
examines the political, social, economic, and cultural developments that have
shaped this country. This elegant, high-quality text offers a low-price alternative
to traditional U.S. history survey textbooks.
David Brian Robertson explains how the U.S. Constitution emerged from an
intense battle between a bold vision for the nation's political future and the
tenacious defense of its political present. Given a once-in-a-lifetime chance to
alter America's destiny, James Madison laid before the Constitutional Convention
a plan for a strong centralized government that could battle for America's longterm interests. But delegates from vulnerable states resisted this plan, seeking
instead to maintain state control over most of American life while adding a few
more specific powers to the existing government.
Traces the lives of the Chopra brothers from India to America, where they both
excelled in healing, one as a world-renowned spiritual teacher, the other as a
professor at Harvard Medical School. 100,000 first printing.
This package contains the following components: -0136060226: MyHistoryLab with
Pearson eText -- for US History, 2-semester -0138146233: American Destiny: Narrative
of a Nation, Concise Edition, Combined Volume (Second printing)
The remarkable untold story of Franklin D. Roosevelt and the five extraordinary men he
used to pull America into World War II In the dark days between Hitler’s invasion of
Poland in September 1939 and Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941,
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Franklin D. Roosevelt sent five remarkable men on dramatic and dangerous missions to
Europe. The missions were highly unorthodox and they confounded and infuriated
diplomats on both sides of the Atlantic. Their importance is little understood to this day.
In fact, they were crucial to the course of the Second World War. The envoys were
magnificent, unforgettable characters. First off the mark was Sumner Welles, the chilly,
patrician under secretary of state, later ruined by his sexual misdemeanors, who was
dispatched by FDR on a tour of European capitals in the spring of 1940. In summer of
that year, after the fall of France, William “Wild Bill” Donovan—war hero and future
spymaster—visited a lonely United Kingdom at the president’s behest to determine
whether she could hold out against the Nazis. Donovan’s report helped convince FDR
that Britain was worth backing. After he won an unprecedented third term in November
1940, Roosevelt threw a lifeline to the United Kingdom in the form of Lend-Lease and
dispatched three men to help secure it. Harry Hopkins, the frail social worker and
presidential confidant, was sent to explain Lend-Lease to Winston Churchill. Averell
Harriman, a handsome, ambitious railroad heir, served as FDR’s man in London,
expediting Lend-Lease aid and romancing Churchill’s daughter-in-law. Roosevelt even
put to work his rumpled, charismatic opponent in the 1940 presidential election,
Wendell Willkie, whose visit lifted British morale and won wary Americans over to the
cause. Finally, in the aftermath of Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union, Hopkins
returned to London to confer with Churchill and traveled to Moscow to meet with
Joseph Stalin. This final mission gave Roosevelt the confidence to bet on the Soviet
Union. The envoys’ missions took them into the middle of the war and exposed them to
the leading figures of the age. Taken together, they plot the arc of America’s
trans¬formation from a divided and hesitant middle power into the global leader. At the
center of everything, of course, was FDR himself, who moved his envoys around the
globe with skill and élan. We often think of Harry S. Truman, George Marshall, Dean
Acheson, and George F. Kennan as the authors of America’s global primacy in the
second half of the twentieth century. But all their achievements were enabled by the
earlier work of Roosevelt and his representatives, who took the United States into the
war and, by defeating domestic isolationists and foreign enemies, into the world. In
these two years, America turned. FDR and his envoys were responsible for the turn.
Drawing on vast archival research, Rendezvous with Destiny is narrative history at its
most delightful, stirring, and important.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons,
places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101
studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanys: 9780138146238 9780205568048 .
American myths about national character tend to overshadow the historical realities. Mr.
Horsman's book is the first study to examine the origins of racialism in America and to
show that the belief in white American superiority was firmly ensconced in the nation's
ideology by 1850. The author deftly chronicles the beginnings and growth of an
ideology stressing race, basic stock, and attributes in the blood. He traces how this
ideology shifted from the more benign views of the Founding Fathers, which embraced
ideas of progress and the spread of republican institutions for all. He finds linkages
between the new, racialist ideology in America and the rising European ideas of AngloPage 7/8
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Saxon, Teutonic, and scientific ideologies of the early nineteenth century. Most
importantly, however, Horsman demonstrates that it was the merging of the AngloSaxon rhetoric with the experience of Americans conquering a continent that created a
racialist philosophy. Two generations before the new immigrants began arriving in the
late nineteenth century, Americans, in contact with blacks, Indians, and Mexicans,
became vociferous racialists. In sum, even before the Civil War, Americans had
decided that peoples of large parts of this continent were incapable of creating or
sharing in efficient, prosperous, democratic governments, and that American AngloSaxons could achieve unprecedented prosperity and power by the outward thrust of
their racialism and commercial penetration of other lands. The comparatively
benevolent view of the Founders of the Republic had turned into the quite malevolent
ideology that other peoples could not be regenerated through the spread of free
institutions.
Discusses the history of the world from an Islamic perspective, explaining the evolution
of the Muslim community while recounting the history of the Western world with respect
to Islamic events and interpretations.
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